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Home of the Wildcats

Hear Us Roar

Upcoming Events:
 8/23/21—
Instructional
Leadership
Team Meeting
@ 3pm
 8/26/21—
College Thursday
 8/27/21—
Spirit Fridays

Cutler Elementary School

Message From the
Principal & LD:
Talk about an
exciting week for our
college bound Wildcats! This week we
had our first spirit
week of the school
year! It was nice to
see so many students and staff participate in the dress
up days!
In classroom
visits we are seeing
lots of teachers implementing our Step
Up to Writing program. It is great to
see our students use
the strategies they
are learning to im-

prove their writing!
Shout out to our
DI teachers for also implementing
the strategies in
Spanish! Another
shout out to our
math coaches for
piloting Rocket
math in their
classrooms! Kids
are loving it!
On Thursday
night we welcomed
our families on to
campus for our
Back to School
Night in waves by
last name to promote social distancing. Students
were excited for

their parents to
meet their teachers
and see their classrooms. Thank you
teachers for all your
hard work to prepare for the event. A
special shout out to
our custodial team
for working extra
hard to make sure
our campus was
looking good! Finally
we’d like to thank
all the board members and district office staff that was
able to attend and
show their support!
~Mrs.

Cerda &
Mrs. Andrade

Coaches Corner:
The second week of school has been a
busy one! I have enjoyed checking in with our
3rd - 5th grade team. It has been exciting to
see Step Up to Writing being used to teach
the genres of writing. Students have also been
getting reintroduced to the R.A.C.E strategy
and CLOSE reading strategies as they work
on answering questions and reading comprehension. And finally, way to go Fifth grade- I
love how you have started to implement weekly standard based assessments to collect data!
~Mrs. Vanderwall, 3-5 Coach

School Counselor Corner:
We Congratulations to our WILDCATS
for continuing to show great effort, perseverance and determination these first few weeks
of school! We are getting ready to start our Social Emotional Learning through Second
Step! The Second Step Social Skills kit and
the Bullying Prevention kit were distributed
to all teachers this week. The Second Step
program promotes school success, school
connectedness, and a safe and respectful environment. By directly teaching students the
skills that strengthen their ability to learn,
have empathy, manage emotions, and to
solve problems, we are supporting our students' academic and social needs. So BIG
shout out to our Cutler Staff for supporting
the needs of all students!
~Ms.

Aguirre

Educational Social Worker Corner:
This week I had the opportunity to visit
classrooms, the cafeteria during lunch and recess in an effort to observe behaviors, redirect
students and teach positive behaviors we
want to see. I was also able to award Principal
Reward points to several classes. I will continue to use our PBIS reward system to reinforce
the behaviors we want to see everyday!
While behaviors definitely feel like a
challenge, I want to remind you that every behavior sends a message about what a student
needs. If we try to keep this perspective we can
see and

understand behavior as a form of communication. A
key component to working with students who exhibit
challenging behaviors is to build trusting relationships
with students and families so that we can better understand their needs and how we can be of support. I
want to encourage you all to demonstrate empathy to
your students with compassionate curiosity. Compassionate curiosity is from trauma-informed teaching
which "asks teachers to act as non-judgmental investigators so they can better understand students." Watch
this great video on compassionate curiosity: by clicking
here.
We have worked with some of you on how to approach students when it comes to behavior and I want
to acknowledge the hard work you all do to meet their
needs. Our kiddos need us to hear them! “If you can
read the need, you can meet the need.”-Jerome Schultz
~Ms.

Arce

College Thursday & Career Friday:
This week students explored Harvard University and the career of airline pilots.

Have a GREAT Weekend!

~Cutler Leadership Team

